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C1.  CHAPTER 1

GENERAL

C1.1.  PURPOSE 

This Handbook provides computation guidance and sample instructions for the 
preparation and submission of military and civilian manpower data for the Wartime 
Manpower Mobilization Planning System (WARMAPS).   The Military Services and 
Defense Agencies shall compute and submit wartime mobilization manpower demand 
and supply data to the ASD(FM&P).   Scenario-specific data preparation instructions are 
provided for each mobilization planning or WARMAPS submission cycle.   This 
Handbook outlines the responsibilities of those involved in the computation of 
manpower mobilization data and explains the conceptual framework and terminology that 
are used in the WARMAPS military and civilian subsystems.

C1.2.  RESPONSIBILITIES 

C1.2.1.  The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and Personnel) 
(ASD(FM&P)) shall:

C1.2.1.1.  Develop, publish, and periodically update DoD 3020.36-P (reference 
(a)), consistent with DoD 5025.1-M (reference (b)).

C1.2.1.2.  Discharge those responsibilities assigned in DoD Instruction 
1100.19 (reference (c)).

C1.2.2.  The Director of the Joint Staff shall:

C1.2.2.1.  Develop, publish, and periodically update the JSCP (reference (d)).

C1.2.2.2.  Provide guidance for the preparation of Military Service and 
Defense Agency mobilization plans.

C1.2.2.3.  Review mobilization plans and assess mobilization capabilities in 
terms of the availability of manpower.

C1.2.2.4.  Provide wartime military manpower data to the appropriate Military 
Service in the Joint Mobilization Augmentation Section of the Joint Manpower Program 
as specified in DoD Instruction 1100.19 (reference (c)). 
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C1.2.2.5.  Submit wartime civilian manpower data to the WARMAPS, as 
required by reference (c) and as specified in Chapter 3 and Appendix 2,herein, or in 
superseding data preparation instructions.

C1.2.3.  The Secretaries of the Military Departments and the Heads of the Military 
Services shall:

C1.2.3.1.  Prepare detailed mobilization plans for the Military Service under 
guidance provided by the OSD in DoD 3020.36-P (reference (a)) and by the JCS in 
Annex N of reference (d).

C1.2.3.2.  Establish requirements, specify demands, evaluate and screen 
supplies, identify shortfalls, and develop programs to ensure the availability of 
mobilization manpower.

C1.2.3.3.  Submit wartime military manpower data to the WARMAPS, as 
required by reference (c) and as specified in Chapter 2 and Appendix 1, herein, or 
superseding data preparation instructions.

C1.2.3.4.  Submit wartime civilian manpower data to the WARMAPS, as 
required by reference (c) and as specified in Chapter 3 and Appendix 2, herein, or 
superseding data preparation instructions.

C1.2.4.  The Directors of Defense Agencies and the Director of Administration and 
Management, Office of the Secretary of Defense (DA&M, OSD) shall:

C1.2.4.1.  Prepare detailed mobilization plans for the Defense Agencies, OSD 
staff elements, and DoD Field Activities in accordance with guidance provided by OSD 
in DoD 3020.36-P, and by the JCS in Annex N, JSCP (references (a) and (d)).

C1.2.4.2.  Establish requirements, specify demands, evaluate and screen 
supplies, identify shortfalls, and develop programs to ensure the availability of 
mobilization manpower.

C1.2.4.3.  Provide wartime military manpower data to the appropriate Military 
Service in the Joint Mobilization Augmentation Section of the Joint Manpower 
Program, as specified in reference (c).

C1.2.4.4.  Submit wartime civilian manpower data to the WARMAPS, as 
required by reference (c) and as specified in Chapter 3 and Appendix 2, herein, or 
superseding data preparation instructions.
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C1.3.  GUIDANCE 

C1.3.1.  DoD Directive 1100.18 and DoD Instruction 1100.19 (references (e) and 
(c))establish the policies for manpower mobilization planning during peacetime and 
manpower utilization during wartime.   The Heads of DoD Components are responsible 
for developing, maintaining, and disseminating appropriate mobilization plans and 
procedures, standby emergency implementation documents, and organizational staffing 
arrangements required to mobilize and manage essential missions during mobilization.

C1.3.2.  WARMAPS is not only the official source of wartime manpower 
requirements data within the Department of Defense, but a useful and reliable analytic 
tool for total force planning.   WARMAPS provides data for testimony and reports to 
Congress (Secretary of Defense Annual Report, Defense Manpower Requirements 
Report, JCS Posture Statement, etc.).   Within the OSD, WARMAPS data are used in 
many ways (e.g., to prepare or respond to issue papers) and in many forums (e.g., the 
Mobilization Steering Group and the Reserve Forces Policy Board).
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C2.  CHAPTER 2

WARTIME MILITARY MANPOWER GUIDANCE

C2.1.  PURPOSE 

This chapter provides instructions and considerations for the computation of military 
manpower mobilization demand and supply data and for the preparation and submission 
of appropriate data to WARMAPS.

C2.2.  DEFINITIONS 

C2.2.1.  Programmed Manpower

C2.2.1.1.  Unit.   Any military element whose structure is prescribed by 
competent authority, such as a table of organization and equipment (JCS Pub. 1-02) 
(reference (f)).

C2.2.1.2.  Force Structure.    Numbers, sizes and composition of the units that 
comprise U.S. Defense Forces; e.g., divisions, ships, air wings (reference (f)).

C2.2.1.3.  Force Structure Allowance.   The sum of the AUTHORIZED military 
strengths of all units in the force structure (exclusive of individuals).

C2.2.1.4.  Force Structure Strength.   The sum of the ACTUAL military 
strengths of all units in the force structure (exclusive of individuals).

C2.2.1.5.  Force Structure Deviation.   Unit military personnel inventories in 
excess or short of the force structure strength requirement, as described in the FYDP 
and in DoD 7045.7-H (references (g) and (h)).

C2.2.2.  Manpower Categories 

C2.2.2.1.  Officer.   A commissioned or warrant officer of the U.S. Army, 
Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard.

C2.2.2.1.1.  Officer - Active.   A commissioned or warrant officer member 
of the Active establishment, as defined by the FYDP resource identification codes 
(RICS) 0001 through 0004 (reference (h)).
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C2.2.2.1.2.  Officer - Selected Reserve.   A commissioned or warrant 
officer member of the National Guard or Reserve, as defined by the FYDP RICs 0006, 
0008, 0010, 0011, 0013, 0014, 0015, 0017, 0018, 0020, 0022, 0024, 0028, 0029, 
0030, 0031, 0032, 0033, and 0034 (reference (h)).

C2.2.2.2.  Enlisted.   An enlisted or noncommissioned member of the U.S. 
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard.

C2.2.2.2.1.  Enlisted - Active.   An enlisted or noncommissioned member 
of the Active establishment, as defined by the FYDP RICs 0101 through 0104 
(reference (h)).

C2.2.2.2.2.  Enlisted - Selected Reserve.   An enlisted or 
noncommissioned member of the National Guard and Reserve, as defined by the FYDP 
RlCs 0106, 0107, 0108, 0110, 0111, 0112, 0113, 0114, 0115, 0116, 0117, 0118, 0120, 
0121, 0122, 0124, 0125, 0127, 0128, 0129, 0130, 0139, 0143, 0147, and 0148 DoD 
7045.7-H (reference (h)).

C2.2.2.2.3.  Individuals.   Officer and enlisted members of the Military 
Services who are included in the defense planning and programming category, 
"individuals."   They include trainees (officer RICs 0045, 0046, 0047, and 0048, and 
enlisted RICs 0135, 0136, 0137, 0138, 0140, 0141, and 0142), transients (PE887320), 
holdees (PE 887210) (FYDP, reference (h)), and students (officer RICs, 0041, 0042, 
0043, and 0044, and enlisted RICs 0131, 0132, 0133, and 0134) (reference (h)).

C2.2.3.  Occupational Categories.   A grouping of manpower data by military 
occupation or skill.

C2.2.4.  Theater.   The geographic area of assignment in peacetime or during a 
scenario-specific mobilization or contingency.   The various theaters are:

C2.2.4.1.  Europe.   All military forces assigned to Western and Southern 
Europe.

C2.2.4.2.  Atlantic and/or Mediterranean.   Navy and Marine forces afloat in the 
Atlantic and/or Mediterranean theater, Marine forces ashore in Iceland, and Navy and 
Marine forces assigned to the Azores.

C2.2.4.3.  East Asia-Pacific.   All military forces assigned to the East 
Asia-Pacific region including the Philippines, Taiwan, Japan, Korea, American Samoa, 
Guam, Johnson Atoll, Midway Island, Wake Island, and the Trust Territories.
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C2.2.4.4.  Indian Ocean.   Navy and Marine forces afloat in the Indian Ocean 
theater, including the Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea, Gulf of Oman, Persian Gulf, Red Sea, 
and Gulf of Aden.

C2.2.4.5.  Northeast Asia.   All military forces assigned to a contingency 
operation on the Korean Peninsula, including Korea, Japan, and Okinawa.

C2.2.4.6.  Southwest Asia.   All military forces assigned to a contingency 
operation in the Middle East and Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan.

C2.2.4.7.  Contingency.   All military forces assigned to a contingency 
operation other than in Europe, Northeast Asia, or Southwest Asia.   Inclusive territory 
will be specified and defined in the scenario-specific guidance provided by the DPG 
(reference (i)) or by the DASD(MP&R).

C2.2.4.8.  United States.   All military forces assigned to the continental 
United States (CONUS), Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the 
adjacent territorial waters.   Consists of both deploying and non-deploying forces.

C2.2.4.9.  Rest of World (ROW).   All military forces not assigned to a 
specific theater or the United States.

C2.3.  GUIDANCE 

C2.3.1.  The military subsystem of WARMAPS establishes, as prescribed by 
reference (c), a consistent automated methodology for DoD Components to project 
their mobilization manpower demand and supply and to compare the projected wartime 
demand with the planned available supplies of military manpower.   It is essential that 
the submitted data are an accurate reflection of the comprehensive and current military 
manpower mobilization planning of each DoD Component.   The military subsystem is 
depicted in a functional schematic at Figure C2.F1.

C2.3.2.  Any special assumptions, parameters, and planning requirements will be 
furnished in the scenario-specific guidance provided by the DASD(MP&R) for each 
mobilization planning and WARMAPS update cycle.

C2.3.3.  For a full mobilization scenario, time periods normally start with 
pre-S-Day and will be divided into 10-day intervals from M-Day to M+60 days, and 
30-day intervals from M+61 days to the end of the scenario.   Time periods required for 
each specific scenario will be included in the guidance provided by the DASD(MP&R).   
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Such time periods may provide for the 200K call-up (S-day) and a partial mobilization in 
addition to the full mobilization.   (See Appendix 1.)   Although Military Service plans 
should consider requirements through M+360 days, data beyond M+180 days will not 
normally be required for WARMAPS submissions to OSD.

C2.3.4.  Pre-S-Day data should agree with the FYDP (reference (g)) strength for the 
appropriate fiscal year.

C2.3.5.  Military manpower data are to be divided into officer and enlisted 
personnel.

C2.3.6.  Officer and enlisted manpower data are to be divided into occupational 
groupings specified in the scenario-specific guidance or as agreed to by the 
DASD(MP&R) and the Military Service concerned.

C2.3.7.  Selected Reserve manpower data are to be divided into National Guard and 
Reserve by the Army and Air Force.

C2.4.  COMPUTATIONS AND DATA FORMULATION 

The following description outlines the minimum events in the process of computing the 
military manpower demand for a comprehensive military manpower mobilization plan.   
The important consideration is that each event be embodied in the computation process, 
not the order in which each event is considered.   Steps 1 through 6 are stated only in 
terms of military manpower demand.   In total, steps 1 through 6 describe the total 
military manpower demand by theater, manpower category, and occupational grouping.   
Steps 7 through 10 are stated only in terms of military manpower supply.   In total, steps 
7 through 10 describe the total military manpower supply available to the Military 
Services by manpower category and occupational grouping.   Step 11 describes the 
military manpower shortages or overages that need to be the subject of a mobilization 
manpower management program.
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Figure C2.F1.   WARMAPS Military Subsystem

C2.4.1.  Step 1:  Determine the Time-phased Manpower Demand For the Buildup of 
Theater Forces: 

C2.4.1.1.  Use the various current time-phased force deployment data 
(TPFDD) files associated with the theater operations plans (OPLANS) and the planning 
assumptions for the specified contingency scenario from the DPG (reference (i)) as a 
basis for determining the time-phased manpower demands for each theater project the 
TPFDD demands forward through the program years including various Military Service 
initiatives.

C2.4.1.1.1.  The pre-S-Day demand is the peacetime authorized force 
structure allowance.

C2.4.1.1.2.  The M-Day theater demand is the peacetime authorized force 
structure raised to wartime strength allowance.
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C2.4.1.1.3.  The post-M-Day theater demand reflects the time-phased 
arrival of additional wartime force structure elements according to the OPLAN.

C2.4.1.2.  Adjust the time-phased theater force manpower demand, as 
appropriate, to reflect the following:

C2.4.1.2.1.  The inactivation on M-Day, or shortly thereafter, of theater 
units that have no wartime mission.

C2.4.1.2.2.  The reduction on M-Day, or shortly thereafter, of units that 
have a reduced post-mobilization or wartime mission.

C2.4.1.2.3.  The discontinuation or deferral on M-Day, or shortly 
thereafter, of all activities not essential to the war effort.

C2.4.1.2.4.  The reduction, as incurred, of force structure elements due to 
the non-replaceable loss of equipment for which war reserve or replacement stocks are 
neither authorized nor available, such as ships and aircraft.

C2.4.1.2.5.  The increase on M-Day, or shortly thereafter, of military 
manpower that replaces civilian personnel evacuated from the theater.

C2.4.2.  Step 2:  Determine the Time-phased Manpower Demand For the Buildup of 
Deploying Forces (U.S. Deploying): 

C2.4.2.1.  Use step 1 to determine the date that deploying force units are 
required in a theater of operation.

C2.4.2.2.  Determine the manpower demand to raise all deploying force units 
from peacetime strength to war-required strength in a time-phased, incremental manner, 
consistent with the required deployment date.

C2.4.2.2.1.  The pre-S-Day demand is the peacetime authorized force 
structure allowance.

C2.4.2.2.2.  The M-Day demand is the incremental change in force 
structure allowance (for both Active and mobilized Selected Reserve units) to bring 
early deploying force units (units that are to deploy before M+30 days) to war-required 
strength consistent with the required deployment date.
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C2.4.2.2.3.  The post-M-Day demand includes the time-phased 
incremental changes in force structure allowance to bring late deploying force units 
(after 30 days) to war-required strength consistent with the required deployment date.

C2.4.2.2.4.  The post-M-Day demand also includes the time-phased 
incremental changes in force structure allowance as each deploying force unit is 
brought to war-required strength and deployed, consistent with the required deployment 
date.

C2.4.3.  Step 3:  Determine the Time-phased Manpower Demand For the CONUS 
Mobilization and Sustaining Base (U.S. Non-deploying): 

C2.4.3.1.  Use the DPG (reference (i)) or the scenario-specific guidance 
provided by the DASD(MP&R) and the output from step 2, section C3.5., Chapter 3, 
herein, to determine the military manpower demand to raise CONUS sustaining base 
forces from peacetime strength to war-required strength in a time-phased, incremental 
manner, units and the required support of both deploying and deployed forces.

C2.4.3.2.  Adjust the time-phased U.S. non-deploying manpower demand, as 
appropriate, to reflect the following:

C2.4.3.2.1.  The inactivation on M-Day, or shortly thereafter, of CONUS 
units that have no wartime mission.

C2.4.3.2.2.  The reduction on M-Day, or shortly thereafter, of units that 
have a reduced post-mobilization or wartime workload.

C2.4.3.2.3.  The discontinuation or deferral on M-Day, or shortly 
thereafter, of all activities not essential to the war effort.

C2.4.3.2.4.  The reduction on M-Day, or shortly thereafter, of military 
manpower that is replaced by civilian manpower or contractors.

C2.4.3.2.5.  The inactivation of units whose sole mission is to facilitate 
the mobilization and deployment of force units when that mission is completed.

C2.4.3.2.6.  The increase in manpower for units that have a mobilization 
or fill schedule, but have no manpower programmed or authorized during peacetime.

C2.4.4.  Step 4:  Determine the Time-phased Demand For Trained (Non-unit) 
Individuals: 
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C2.4.4.1.  Determine the number of individuals (transients, holdees, and 
students (THS)) at the beginning of the scenario.

C2.4.4.2.  Determine the number of individuals THS that will enter the 
individuals category during each time period.

C2.4.4.3.  Determine the number of individuals THS that will leave the 
individuals' category during each time period to return to units.   Use the delay enroute 
assumption provided in DoD Instruction 1100.19 (reference (c)).

C2.4.4.4.  Add the number of THS that enter (+) or leave (-) the trained 
(non-unit) individuals' category during each time period to yield the manpower contained 
in the individuals' category during each time period.   Trainees are accounted for 
separately in the training dynamics computations.

C2.4.5.  Step 5:  Determine the Time-phased Demand For Replacements For 
Casualties and Other Losses (Replacement Dynamics Computation): 

C2.4.5.1.  Using the strength of the total force in each theater of operation, 
calculate the time-phased losses due to the following:

C2.4.5.1.1.  Killed, captured, and missing in action (KCMIA).   Applies 
only to a theater "force at risk."

C2.4.5.1.2.  Wounded in action (WIA) patients that are admitted to 
hospitals.   Applies only to a theater "force at risk."

C2.4.5.1.3.  Disease and nonbattle injury (DNBI) patients that are admitted 
to hospitals.   Applies to all theaters and all forces.

C2.4.5.1.4.  Deserters.   Defined by DoD Instruction 1325.2 (reference 
(j)).   Applies to all theaters and all forces.

C2.4.5.2.  Calculate the time-phased returns to duty in each theater from the 
following sources:

C2.4.5.2.1.  Patients (WIA admissions and DNBI admissions).

C2.4.5.2.2.  Deserters and MIAS.
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C2.4.5.3.  Subtract the time-phased returns to duty from the time-phased 
losses to yield the time-phased replacement demand for each theater force.

C2.4.6.  Step 6.  Determine the Time-phased Demand For Military Manpower by 
Theater, Manpower Category, and Occupational Groupings: 

C2.4.6.1.  Take the time-phased military manpower demand for each theater 
(step 1).

C2.4.6.2.  Add the time-phased military manpower demand for U.S. deploying 
forces (step 2).

C2.4.6.3.  Add the time-phased military manpower demand for U.S. 
non-deploying forces (step 3).

C2.4.6.4.  Add the time-phased military manpower demand for individuals (step 
4).   Add the time-phased military manpower demand for replacements (battle and 
non-battle casualties and other losses) (step 5).

C2.4.6.5.  The product of step 6 (the sum of steps 1 through 5) is the 
time-phased U.S. Military manpower demand by theater, manpower category, and 
occupational grouping across the prescribed wartime scenario.

C2.4.7.  Step 7:  Determine the Time-phased Supply Of the Active Force Structure 
Military Manpower: 

C2.4.7.1.  Determine the Active force structure allowance on pre-S-Day.   In 
the absence of other guidance, use the FYDP (reference (g)) force structure for the 
appropriate FY.

C2.4.7.2.  Determine the Active force structure deviation on pre-S-Day.   In the 
absence of other guidance, compare the operating strength with the force structure 
allowance.

C2.4.7.3.  Apply the Active force structure deviation to the Active force 
structure allowance to derive at the pre-S-Day and M-Day operating strength of the 
Active force structure.  After M-Day, all time-phased supplies of Active manpower are 
produced in other computations.

C2.4.8.  Step 8:  Determine the Time-phased Supply of the Selected Reserve Force 
Structure Military Manpower: 
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C2.4.8.1.  Determine the Selected Reserve force structure allowance on 
pre-S-Day.   In the absence of other guidance, use the FYDP (reference (g)) force 
structure for the appropriate FY.

C2.4.8.2.  Determine the Selected Reserve force structure deviation on 
pre-S-Day.   In the absence of other guidance, compare the operating strength with the 
force structure allowance.

C2.4.8.3.  Apply the Selected Reserve force structure deviation to the Selected 
Reserve force structure allowance to derive at the pre-S-Day operating strength of the 
Selected Reserve force structure.

C2.4.8.4.  Determine the number of Selected Reserve individuals in training 
(initial or other active duty training).

C2.4.8.5.  Subtract the number of Selected Reserve trainees from the force 
structure allowance to determine the available Selected Reserve military manpower on 
pre-S-Day.

C2.4.8.6.  Determine the anticipated no-show rate for Selected Reserve 
members at mobilization.   In the absence of other guidance, use a 5 percent no-show or 
95 percent show rate.

C2.4.8.7.  Apply the no-show rate to the available pre-S-Day Selected Reserve 
military manpower to determine the M-Day military manpower to be produced by the 
Selected Reserve force structure.   After M-Day, all time-phased supplies of military 
manpower are produced in other computations.

C2.4.9.  Step 9:  Determine the Time-phased Supply (Production) of Trained 
Individuals (Training Dynamics Computation): 

C2.4.9.1.  Determine the number of trainees on hand at pre-S-Day.

C2.4.9.2.  Determine the number of current Service (CS) trainees (Active, and 
Selected Reserve) who will report for refresher training or retraining during each time 
period after M-Day.

C2.4.9.3.  Determine the number of prior service (PS) trainees (Ready 
Reserve, retirees, and volunteers) who will report for refresher training or retraining 
during each time period after M-Day.
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C2.4.9.4.  Determine the number of non-prior service (NPS) trainees 
(volunteer enlistees and draft inductees) who will report for initial military training 
during each time period after M-Day.

C2.4.9.5.  Add the trainee accessions to the trainees on hand to yield the 
trainee population during each time period after M-Day.

C2.4.9.6.  Determine the number of trainee attritions for each time period 
after M-Day.

C2.4.9.7.  Determine the training output from initial training (volunteer 
enlistees and draft inductees), refresher training (Active, retired, Ready Reserve, and PS 
volunteers), and retraining (all categories) for each time period.

C2.4.9.8.  Subtract the trainee attrition and the training output from the trainee 
population to determine the number of trainees on hand at the end of each time period 
(or trainees on hand at the beginning of the next time period).

C2.4.10.  Step 10:  Determine the Time-phased Supply of Pretrained Individuals: 

C2.4.10.1.  Take the time-phased military manpower demand by theater, 
manpower category, and occupation (step 6).

C2.4.10.2.  Subtract the time-phased military manpower supply from the Active 
force structure (step 7).

C2.4.10.3.  Subtract the time-phased military manpower supply from the 
Selected Reserve force structure (step 8).

C2.4.10.4.  Subtract the time-phased military manpower supply (training 
output) from the training base (step 9).

C2.4.10.5.  Determine the number of each category of pre-trained individuals:  
inactive National Guard (ING), Individual Ready Reserve (IRR), retired personnel, 
Standby Reserve (SBR), as well as prior service volunteers.   Use all available assets 
according to priority, plan, or other requirement.

C2.4.10.6.  Subtract the time-phased accessions from all categories of 
pre-trained individuals to determine the time-phased overages or shortages of military 
manpower by manpower category and occupational grouping.
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C2.4.11.  Step 11:  Program To Meet Time-phased Military Manpower Demand.   
Develop programs to meet the time-phased military manpower demands with a minimum 
of time-phased overages or shortages.   These programs may involve recruiting, training, 
force structure changes, OPLAN-changes, and-other considerations.
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C3.  CHAPTER 3

WARTIME CIVILIAN MANPOWER GUIDANCE

C3.1.  PURPOSE 

This chapter provides instructions and considerations for the computation, preparation, 
and submission of civilian manpower requirements and supply data in support of 
WARMAPS.

C3.2.  DEFINITIONS 

C3.2.1.  Civilian Employee.   A nonuniformed employee of a DoD Component.

C3.2.2.  Civilian Position.   A computed, engineered, and classified unit of work that 
represents the peacetime or mobilization work requirement for one full-time civilian 
employee.   Computation and engineering standards differ for peacetime and 
mobilization positions and for different kinds of work.   (See section C3.5., below.)   In 
WARMAPS, civilian positions are described by organizational affiliation, work place 
location, skill, and skill level.

C3.2.3.  Civilian Manpower.   The civilian employees in the peacetime or 
mobilization work force.   In WARMAPS, civilian manpower are described by 
organizational affiliation, work place location, skill, and skill level.

C3.3.  DATA ELEMENT DICTIONARY 

C3.3.1.  Element Name:  Employment Category 
  
Description:  The broad management categories (e.g., U.S. Appropriated Fund, U.S. 
Nonappropriated Fund (NAF), FNDH, FNIH) used to describe the civilian work force. 
  
Type:  Alphabetic Character 
  
Length:  1 
  
Value Range:  None 
  
List of Specific Values: 
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          "U" for U.S. Appropriated Fund positions and/or employees. 
  
          "N" for U.S. NAF positions and/or employees. 
  
          "F" for FNDH positions and/or employees. 
  
          "I" for FNIH positions and/or employees. 
  
Other Editing Details:  None

C3.3.2.  Element Name:  Major Claimant 
  
Description:  The major command or major functional element code established by the 
DoD Component Headquarters to identify major subordinate units. 
  
Type:  Alphabetic and/or Numeric Character 
  
Length:  2 
  
Value Range:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  Services and Agencies should submit the same Agency code as 
submitted to DMDC under DoD Instruction 1444.2 (reference (k)).

C3.3.3.  Element Name:  Personnel Office Identifier (POI) 
  
Description:  The number assigned by the Office of Personnel Management (OPH) to 
identify the civilian personnel office responsible for providing personnel services. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length;  4 
  
Value Range:  1903 through 9743 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  The nomenclature of the civilian personnel office number was 
changed from submitting officer number (SON) to POI.
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C3.3.4.  Element Name:  Work Place Location 
  
Description:  The geographic location where work is actually required and/or performed. 
  
Type:  Alphabetic and/of Numeric Character 
  
Length:  9 
  
Value Range:  None 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  Work place locations will be coded according to geographic 
location codes (GEOLOC) in the current edition of the GSA publication "Worldwide 
Geographic Location Codes (reference (l))."   If a DoD installation has been assigned a 
unique GEOLOC, that GEOLOC will be used.   Otherwise, enter the GEOLOC for the 
nearest city or town.   In unusual circumstances (e.g., where a position requires work at 
multiple locations), the responsible servicing civilian personnel office shall be used.

C3.3.5.  Element Name:  Unit Identification Code (UlC) 
  
Description:  UIC, as prescribed by JCS Pub 6 (reference (m)), is used to represent the 
organizational element at the work place level of detail. 
  
Type:  Alphabetic and/or Numeric Character 
  
Length:  6 
  
Value Range:  None 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details: 
  
          Army:  Report a "W" in the first position. 
  
          Navy:  Report an "N" in the first position. 
  
          Air Force:  Report an "F" in the first position. 
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          Marine Corps:  Report an "M" in the first position. 
  
          Coast Guard:  Report an "E" in the first position. 
  
Defense Agencies without UIC codes may report the same constructed code as 
submitted to the DMDC under DoD Instruction 1444.2 (reference (k)).

C3.3.6.  Element Name:  Civilian Occupation 
  
Description:  The OPM occupational series code assigned to General Schedule (GS) 
and Federal Wage Board (M) positions as described in the FPM (reference (n)).
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  4 
  
Value Range: 
  
        GS:  0006 through 2181 
  
        FWB:  2501 through 9899 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  For foreign national occupations coded under an indigenous 
occupational series code, the closest OPM equivalent must be entered.   Data 
preparation instructions for a foreign national data call shall provide instructions for 
recording foreign national occupational codes that do not translate to an equivalent 
OPM occupational series code.

C3.3.7.  Element Name:  Civilian Pay Plan 
  
Description:  The OPM schedule which is used to determine pay. 
  
Type:  Alphabetic Character 
  
Length:  2 
  
Value Range:  None 
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Other Editing Details:   For foreign national pay plans coded under an indigenous pay 
plan code, the closest OPH equivalent must be entered.   Data preparation instructions 
for a foreign national data call will provide instructions for recording foreign national 
pay plan codes that do not translate to an equivalent OPM occupation series code.

C3.3.8.  Element Name:  Civilian Grade 
  
Description:  The specific grade of a position or employee, as listed in the FPM 
(reference (n)).
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  2 
  
Value Range:  00 through 18 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:   For foreign national occupations coded under an indigenous 
civilian grade code, the closest OPM equivalent code must be entered.   Data preparation 
instructions for a foreign national data call will provide instructions for recording 
foreign national grades that do not translate to an equivalent OPM grade.

C3.3.9.  Element Name:  Peacetime Positions 
  
Description:  The number of full-time, permanent civilian positions required to 
accomplish the peacetime work load. 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  Data listed should be for pre-M-Day only and reflect authorized 
or equivalent positions.   If this field is not needed, it may be left blank or zero filled.
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C3.3.10.  Element Name:  Positions Created 
  
Description:  The number of new or additional planned positions that are required during 
the scenario to accomplish new or increased work load resulting from mobilization 
mission. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:   Data are entered over a mobilization scenario that includes 
M-Day, M+30 days, M+60 days, M+90 days, and M+180 days.   Data for M+120 days 
and M+150 days should be entered in M+180 days.   If there is no data for a particular 
time period, the field may be left blank or zero filled.

C3.3.11.  Element Name:  Positions Terminated 
  
Description:  The number of positions that are no longer required because of postponed 
or canceled activities during mobilization or the completion of specific mobilization 
work requirements. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:   Data are entered over a mobilization scenario that includes 
M-Day, M+30 days M+60 days, M+90 days, and M+180 days.   Data for M+120 and 
M+150 days should be entered in M+150 days.   If there is no data for a particular time 
period, the field may be left blank or zero filled.

C3.3.12.  Element Name:  Key positions 
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Description:  The number of peacetime positions that are designated "key"; and that 
cannot be vacant during a national emergency or mobilization without seriously 
impairing the capability of the organization or office to function effectively.   Refer to 
DoD Directive 1200.7 (reference (o)) for further clarification of key positions. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  If there are no key positions the field may be left blank or zero 
filled.   This field applies to United States civilian manpower only.

C3.3.13.  Element Name:  E-E Positions 
  
Description:  The number of E-E civilian positions located overseas (or that would be 
transferred overseas during a crisis) in which continued performance of the position is 
considered essential to the support of mission requirements.   Refer to DoD Directive 
1404.10 (reference (p)) for further clarification of E-E positions. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  For E-E positions in the United States that are transferred 
overseas during crises, the number of E-E positions must be entered in two records; the 
U.S. record and a corresponding overseas record. In addition to entering the number of 
E-E positions in this field for both records, the U.S. record must show E-E position as 
terminated and the overseas record must show the E-E positions as created.   If there are 
no E-E positions, the field may be left blank or zero filled.   This field applies to United 
States civilian manpower only.

C3.3.14.  Element Name:  Onhand Strength 
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Description:  The number of full-time permanent employees in the civilian work force. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  If there are no onhand employees, the field may be left blank or 
zero filled.

C3.3.15.  Element Name:  Recalled Reservists 
  
Description:  The number of civilian employees in the onhand strength who have a 
Reserve obligation and may be recalled to Military Service. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:   Do not include members of the Reserve who have been relieved 
of their recall obligations.   Refer to DoD Directives 1200.7 and 1404.10 (references 
(o) and (p)) for the screening policies of U.S. civilian manpower.   If there are no 
Reservists, the field may be left blank or zero filled.

C3.3.16.  Element Name:  Recalled Retirees 
  
Description:  The number of civilian employees in the onhand strength who are retired 
from regular or Reserve Service and have a recall obligation to Military Service. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
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List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:   Do not include those retirees of the civilian work force who 
have been relieved of their recall obligations.   Refer to DoD Directives 1200.7 and 
1404.10 (references (o) and (p)) for screening policies of U.S. civilian manpower.

C3.3.17.  Element Name:  Transfer Losses 
  
Description:  The number of available civilian employees who do not fill wartime 
required positions. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:   Data are entered over a mobilization scenario that Includes 
M-Day, M+30 days, M+60 days, M+90 days, and M+180 days.   Data for M+120 and 
M+150 days should be entered in M+180 days.   If there is no data for a particular time 
period, the field may be left blank or zero filled. 
  
Transfer losses in each record are derived from incumbents who are transferred from 
terminated or lapsed positions throughout the scenario or who are excess (M-Day 
through M+180 days).   Transfer losses entered in one time period to reflect 
subtractions to supply should NOT be entered as transfer losses in subsequent time 
periods.   The following situations do not yield transfer losses:

C3.3.17.1.  Terminated or lapsed positions that are vacant.

C3.3.17.2.  Terminated or lapsed positions in which the incumbents are 
recalled Reservists or retirees.

C3.3.17.3.  Terminated or lapsed positions in which the incumbents could fill 
existing vacant wartime positions in the same record.   For each transfer loss, there 
must be EITHER:
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C3.3.17.4.  A corresponding increase to the transfer gains field in another 
record indicating the placement of the available employee in another vacant wartime 
required position; OR,

C3.3.17.5.  A corresponding increase to the manpower for reassignment field 
in the same record indicating the availability of the employee for reassignment.

C3.3.18.  Element Name:  Transfer Gains 
DescriptionThe number of available civilian employees who, upon mobilization, are 
planned to transfer to vacant wartime required positions. 
  
Description:  The number of available civilian employees who, upon mobilization, are 
planned to transfer to vacant wartime required positions. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  Data are entered over a mobilization scenario that includes 
M-Day, M+30 days, M+60 days, M+90 days, and M+180 days.   Data for M+120 and 
M+150 days should be entered in M+180 days.   If there is no data for a particular time 
period, the field may be left blank or zero filled. 
  
Transfer gains should reflect mobilization planning at activity, installation, and higher 
command levels to detail, reassign and utilize all available civilian employees in 
appropriate mobilization work requirements. 
  
The following are limitations in taking transfer gains:

C3.3.18.1.  Both transfer gains and transfer losses cannot be entered in the 
same time period in the same WARMAPS records.

C3.3.18.2.  Transfer gains entered in one time period to reflect additions to 
supply should NOT be entered as transfer gains in subsequent time periods.
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C3.3.18.3.  The number of transfer gains cannot exceed the number of vacant 
positions required at a particular time period in the same WARMAPS record. 
  
Transfer gains taken between M-Day and M+180 days serve as a dynamic and realistic 
reflection of mobilization planning to fill vacant mobilization positions from the 
available manpower.   Sources of available manpower are:

C3.3.18.4.  Transfer losses.

C3.3.18.5.  Manpower for reassignment.

C3.3.18.6.  Manpower for utilization.

C3.3.19.  Element Name:  Manpower for Reassignment 
  
Description:  The remaining supply of employees over the scenario who are transfer 
losses and have not yet been placed in specific wartime required positions. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  Data are entered over a mobilization scenario that includes 
M-Day, M+30 days, M+60 days, M+90 days, and M+180 days.   Data for M+120 and 
M+150 days should be entered in M+180 days.   If there is no data for a particular time 
period, the field may be left blank or zero filled. 
  
A decrease to manpower for reassignment reflects actual mobilization planning for the 
detail, reassignment and optimal utilization of available supplies of civilian employees.   
The running total of remaining manpower for reassignment decreases for each 
employee who is detailed or reassigned to a wartime required position (i.e., taken as a 
transfer gain).
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C3.3.20.  Element Name:  Manpower for Utilization 
  
Description:  The initial and remaining supplies of part-time, intermittent, or temporary 
employees in the U.S. civilian work force who may may be assigned to wartime required 
positions during mobilization. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  Data are entered over a mobilization scenario that includes 
pre-M-Day, M-day, M+30 days, M+60 days, M+90 days, and M+180 days.   Data for 
M+120 and M+150 days should be entered in M+180 days.   If there is no data for a 
particular time period, the field may be left blank or zero filled. 
  
For pre-M-Day, the data should reflect the peacetime supply of part-time, intermittent, 
or temporary employees.   Data for M-Day and beyond are a running total of the 
remaining supplies of part-time, intermittent, or temporary employees who have not yet 
been assigned to wartime required positions.   Each decrease in the supply of manpower 
for utilization is associated with a corresponding transfer gain.   This field applies to 
U.S. civilian manpower only.

C3.3.21.  Element Name:  Probable Gains 
  
Description:  The number of remaining civilian employees from the manpower for 
reassignment and manpower for utilization fields who, by virtue of their skills, could fill 
vacant wartime required positions. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
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Other Editing Details:   Data are entered over a mobilization scenario that includes 
M-Day, M+30 days, M+60 days, M+90 days, and M+180 days.   Data for M+120 and 
M+150 days should be entered in M+180 days.   If there is no data for a particular time 
period, the field may be left blank or zero filled. 
  
Unlike transfer gains that reflect actual mobilization planning, probable gains reflect a 
reallocation of the remaining supplies of civilian manpower (employees in the 
manpower for reassignment and manpower for utilization fields at M+180 days) to 
vacant wartime required positions.   A probable gain is entered at the earliest time period 
when the manpower is available and the requirement exists.   At M-Day, probable gains 
are taken from the pool of available manpower reflected in the manpower for 
reassignment and manpower for utilization fields at M+180 days.   For M+30 through 
M+180 days, probable gains are taken from the manpower for conversion field.   The 
probable gains field simulates the maximum utilization of all available skills without 
affecting transfer gains, transfer losses, manpower for reassigment and manpower for 
utilization fields.   This field applies to United States civilian manpower only.

C3.3.22.  Element Name:  Manpower for Conversion 
  
Description:  The number of remaining civilian employees from the manpower for 
reassignment and manpower for utilization fields who, by virtue of their skills or 
unavailability, could not fill a vacant wartime required position. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:   Data are entered over a mobilization scenario that includes 
M-Day, M+30 days, M+60 days, M+90 days, and M+180 days.   Data for M+120 and 
M+150 days should be entered in M+180 days.   If there is no data for a particular time 
period, the field may be left blank or zero filled. 
  
Manpower not taken as probable gains at M-Day must be entered in the manpower for 
conversion field at M-Day.   Manpower for conversion is decremented for each probable 
gain taken at M+30 days and beyond.   This field is a running total of unused manpower 
that can be used to fill a vacant wartime required position (M-Day through M+180 
days.).   Manpower for conversion reflects a reallocation of the remaining supplies 
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(employees in the manpower for reassignment and manpower for utilization fields at 
M+180 days) without affecting transfer gains, transfer losses, manpower for 
reassignment and manpower for utilization fields.   This field applies to United States 
civilian manpower only.

C3.3.23.  Element Name:  Committed Host Nation Civilian Support 
  
Description:  The unidentified civilian manpower committed by the host nation to 
support specific wartime civilian functions and/or missions. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
  
Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  Data are entered over a mobilization scenario that includes 
M-Day, M+30 days, M+60 days, M+90 days, and M+180 days.   Data for M+120 and 
M+150 days should be entered at M+180 days.   If there is no data for a particular time 
period, the field may be left blank or zero filled. 
  
The committed host-nation support (HNS) is a reflection of a treaty or agreement 
between the United States and the host nation.   Data entered here does not affect other 
demand and supply fields.   The number of committed host nation civilian support 
entered in a particular time period of a record shall not exceed the number of vacancies 
in the record for that time period.   Committed host-nation civilian support entered in 
one time period to reflect additions to supply should NOT be entered as committed 
host-nation civilian support in subsequent time periods.   This field applies to foreign 
national civilian manpower only.

C3.3.24.  Element Name:  Additional Manpower Supplies 
  
Description:  The additional supplies of foreign national civilian manpower, from 
sources of labor not entered in other fields, needed to fill wartime position vacancies. 
  
Type:  Numeric Character 
  
Length:  3 
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Value Range:  0 through 999 
  
List of Specific Values:  None 
  
Other Editing Details:  Data are entered over a mobilization scenario that includes 
M-day, M+30 days, M+60 days, M+90 days, and M+180 days.   Data for M+120 and 
M+150 days should be entered in M+180 days. 
  
If there is no data for a particular time period, the field may be left blank or zero filled. 
  
Examples of additional manpower supplies are: Part-time, intermittent, and temporary 
foreign national employees; foreign national annuitants available for rehire; and, NAF 
foreign national employees who are not needed in mobilization-required NAF work.   
Other additional manpower supplies may be used.   Each additional manpower supply is 
reported only once at the time period when it first becomes available. This data element 
does not interact with any other demand or supply field.   This field applies to foreign 
national civilian manpower only.

C3.4.  GUIDANCE 

C3.4.1.  The civilian subsystem of WARMAPS establishes, as prescribed by 
reference (c), a consistent automated methodology for DoD Components to project 
their mobilization manpower requirements for the civilian work force and to compare 
the projected wartime demand with the planned available supplies of civilian manpower.   
It is essential that the submitted data are an accurate reflection of the comprehensive 
and current civilian mobilization planning of each Service and Agency.   The civilian 
subsystem is depicted in a functional schematic at Figure C3.F1.

C3.4.2.  While WARMAPS civilian data are prepared and provided by each DoD 
Component for its entire civilian work force, the data are submitted in record units.   
Each record is unique and consists of manpower demand and supply data fields defined 
by identification data fields that describe organizational affiliation, work place location, 
skill, and skill level.   The specifications of the fields are in the "Data Element 
Dictionary."   (See section C3.3., above.) 
  
Special assumptions, parameters, and submission requirements shall be furnished in the 
scenario-specific guidance provided by the DASD(MP&R) for each mobilization 
planning review or WARMAPS update cycle.
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Figure C3.F1.   WARMAPS Civilian Subsystem

C3.5.  COMPUTATIONS AND DATA FORMULATION 

The following outlines the minimum (events) in the process of computing wartime 
manpower demand and supply and in the process of preparing the data for submission.   
The events are presented in a sequence that illustrates a logical computation of 
WARMAPS data.   The important consideration is that each event be included in the 
computation process, not the order in which the events is considered.

C3.5.1.  Step 1:  Determine the Work Load 

C3.5.1.1.  Project the work load that must be accomplished in peacetime and in 
each time period during mobilization at each activity or installation using such 
output-oriented measures as the number of people to be fed at each meal or the number 
of tons of a particular commodity that must be crated and shipped.

C3.5.1.1.1.  Use the planning assumptions for the applicable scenario:  the 
timing and sequence of force deployments and resupply actions emanating from step 2., 
section C2.4., Chapter 2; the pre-mobilization manning and equippage of units; and the 
inventory and location of forward placed war reserve stocks.

C3.5.1.1.2.  Determine the adjustments to the projected work load needed 
to reflect those functions that may be limited by the physical capacity of the relevant 
facilities or strategic lift assets or both.
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C3.5.1.1.3.  Determine the adjustments to the projected work load needed 
to reflect the elimination of nonessential activities that may be deferred or 
discontinued.   (See DoD Directive 1100.18 and DoD Instruction 1100.19 (references 
(e)and (c)) for more details.)

C3.5.1.1.4.  Constrain the time duration of the projected work load to be 
consistent with the inventories of equipment and materiel on hand and the reduction of 
the activity or installation population due to force deployments.

C3.5.1.2.  For CONUS locations, determine which work loads at each activity 
or installation could be accomplished by continuing peacetime contractual service 
arrangements.

C3.5.1.3.  For overseas locations, determine which work loads are appropriate 
for and consistent with the projected wartime supplies of HNS.   Use the criteria in the 
DPG (reference (i)) or other appropriate guidelines.

C3.5.1.4.  Subtract that portion of the work load, which has been determined 
capable of being accomplished by manpower other than DoD military and civilian 
personnel, to determine the in-house work load.

C3.5.1.5.  Express the in-house work load in work hours needed per 
organizational affiliation, work place location, skill, and skill level.

C3.5.1.6.  Apply the appropriate workweek criteria (using the guidelines in 
DoD Instruction 1100.19 (reference (c)) for CONUS), Military Service and Defense 
Agency-developed nonavailability time factors, consistent with manpower management 
guidelines in reference (c), and Military Service and Defense Agency developed work 
factors (e.g., the work hours necessary to select, document, pack, and load a ton of 
supplies), to the projected work load.   Develop the work load related manpower 
requirements of the mobilization scenario.

C3.5.2.  Step 2:  Determine the Civilian Manpower Demand 

C3.5.2.1.  Not all manpower demand can be related to work load.   Some relate 
to hours of operation, such as the 24-hours operation of airfield control towers, or to 
unmeasurable activities, such as management.

C3.5.2.1.1.  Express all nonwork load related manpower requirements in 
work hours needed per organizational affiliation, work place location, skill, and level.
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C3.5.2.1.2.  Determine the adjustments to the work load needed to reflect 
the additional nonwork load related manpower demand for mobilization activities.

C3.5.2.1.3.  Add the work load and nonwork load manpower requirements 
to obtain the total manpower demand.

C3.5.2.2.  Partition the demand into military or civilian positions using the 
criteria contained in DoD Instruction 1100.19 (reference (c)).   Incorporate the 
time-phase conversion of CONUS support jobs from military to civilian incumbency, 
using the guidelines contained in reference (c).   Also, incorporate the time-phased 
conversion of overseas support jobs from civilian to military incumbency.

C3.5.2.3.  Fully describe the peacetime and mobilization civilian manpower 
requirement by the organizational affiliation, work place location, skill, and skill level.

C3.5.2.4.  Distinguish between overseas jobs that would be occupied during 
mobilization by U.S. civilians (presumably only those where incumbency is critical to 
the continuity of operations) and those that would be filled by foreign nationals.

C3.5.2.5.  Compare the time-phased mobilization manpower requirements with 
the previous time-period requirements to determine the incremental adjustments 
(positions created and positions terminated) to the pre-M-Day starting point.   For 
example, all positions required at M-Day and not reported in the peacetime 
authorizations, are considered created positions at M-Day.

C3.5.3.  Step 3:  Determine the Fill of Positions 

C3.5.3.1.  Because of the planned recall of DoD civilian employees to active 
military duty (both Reservists and retirees) during mobilization and because of new 
positions, the number of positions that will be needed to fill is likely to exceed the 
civilian manpower strength.   It is essential to identify the positions (by organizational 
affiliation, work place location, skill, and skill level) that will be vacant upon 
mobilization due to the recall of civilian incumbents to active military duty.   
Additionally, the new or existing positions that do not use the civilian manpower supply 
to fill its requirement should be identified.

C3.5.3.2.  All projected job vacancies will not be filled by new employees. 
Many can be filled by employees evacuated from theater or excess employees not 
occupying a wartime required position.   Therefore:
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C3.5.3.2.1.  Develop an employee mobilization reutilization plan to 
reassign civilian employees to more critical jobs.

C3.5.3.2.2.  Identify the employees who, according to mobilization plans, 
will not occupy a wartime required position and are a source of unused manpower supply.

C3.5.3.2.3.  Plan for the utilization of all sources of available manpower 
including, but not limited to the part-time, temporary, or intermittent employees.

C3.5.3.2.4.  Subtract the resulting time-phased reallocation and utilization 
of civilian manpower from the projected time-phased job vacancies to yield the net 
shortage or surplus of civilian manpower.

C3.5.4.  Step 4:  Develop Programs To Meet Civilian Manpower Demands.   
Develop programs to ensure adequate civilian work force support of the military 
mobilization force structure.   Such programs may involve recruiting, training, 
organizational changes, and other considerations.   Refer to DoD Instruction 1100.19, 
DoD Directive 1400.31, DoD Instruction 1400.32, FPM Chapter 910 and FPM 
Supplement 910-1, and DoD Directive 1100.4 (references (c), (q), (r), (n), and (s)).
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AP1.  APPENDIX 1

SAMPLE DATA PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR MILITARY MANPOWER

AP1.1.  FORCE STRUCTURE-DYNAMICS (DEMAND) 

Demand Table AP1.T1. (field 4, position 5, code B) displays the force structure 
allowance and its components as well as the incremental change in force structure 
allowance (mobilization manpower increment (MMI)) during a time period.   The change 
in force structure allowance is due primarily to the higher manning levels during 
wartime but also encompasses changes due to inactivated units, reduced units, 
civilianization, expansion of units, reduced requirements for lost facilities or equipment 
not replaced, and manpower required for unmanned units.   Detail is furnished on theater, 
officer and enlisted personnel, and occupational category.

AP1.1.1.  Instructions:   Data are to be supplied for theaters specified in the 
scenario-specific guidance.   Data input tables should be completed using the code, 
fields, and positions specified for each manpower category in subparagraphs AP1.1.1.1. 
through AP1.1.1.9., below.   A sample data input table follows the conceptual layout.

AP1.1.1.1.  Manpower Authorized In Units (Code 1).   This is the peacetime 
force structure allowance (programmed manpower structure) authorized in the FYDP 
(reference (g)) for the Active forces (exclusive of individuals) and the peacetime 
authorized strength (total paid strength) for the Selected Reserves.   Data apply to 
pre-S-Day only (fields 8 through 10, positions 12 through 29).

AP1.1.1.2.  Additional Manpower Required (Code 2).   This is the incremental 
change in manpower required to attain wartime strength, consistent with scheduled 
employment or deployment.   The incremental changes necessary to attain wartime 
strength occur on or after S-Day consistent with the scheduled of the units.   
Incremental changes which occur after full mobilization will be reflected as changes to 
the Active force structure.   Transfers to a theater will be shown as a positive entry.   
Transfers from a theater may be shown as a negative entry (see also subparagraph 
AP1.1.1.9., below) (fields 12 through 28, positions 36 through 137).

AP1.1.1.3.  Manpower From Inactivated Units (Code 3).   This is the 
incremental change in manpower in units that have no manpower demand after 
mobilization (fields 16 through 28, positions 60 through 137).
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AP1.1.1.4.  Manpower From Reduced Units (Code 4).   This is the incremental 
change in manpower in units with a reduced manpower demand as a result of a reduced 
post-mobilization work load (fields 16 through 28, positions 60 through 137).

AP1.1.1.5.  Reductions Due To Lost Equipment Not Replaced (Code 5).   This 
is the incremental change in manpower in units that are destroyed and normally cannot 
be reconstituted.   For example, if a Navy ship is destroyed, the force structure is 
reduced, thereby precluding any need to replace the crew.  Similarly, if an aircraft is 
destroyed, the force structure is reduced, thereby precluding any need to replace the air 
crew or associated maintenance personnel.   Conversely, a mechanized infantry battalion 
which loses all of its personnel carriers may be reconstituted as an infantry battalion.   
The force structure would not be reduced.   The demand for combat personnel would be 
essentially unchanged.   However, the demand for maintenance personnel would 
decrease (fields 16 through 28, positions 60 through 137).

AP1.1.1.6.  Military Replaced By Civilians (Code 6).   This is the incremental 
change in manpower to reflect military positions to be filled by civilians after 
mobilization (fields 16 through 28, positions 60 through 137).

AP1.1.1.7.  Civilians Replaced By Military (Code 7).   This is the incremental 
change in manpower to reflect civilian positions to be filled by military after 
mobilization (fields 16 through 28, positions 60 through 137).

AP1.1.1.8.  Manpower For Unmanned Units (Code 8).   This is the incremental 
change in manpower in units for which equipment stocks and a mobilization or fill 
schedule exists prior to M-Day, but for which no manpower is authorized during 
peacetime.   Demands will reflect phased incremental increases for each unit to attain 
required wartime strength consistent with scheduled employment or deployment (fields 
16 through 28, positions 60 through 137).

AP1.1.1.9.  Transfers Out Of a Theater (Code 9).   This is the incremental 
change in manpower reflecting transfers from a theater (fields 16 through 28, positions 
60 through 137).

AP1.1.2.  Conceptual Layout:
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Table AP1.T1.   Force Structure Dynamimcs

Table AP1.T1.   Force Structure Dynamimcs (Continued)
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AP1.2.  REPLACEMENT DYNAMICS (DEMAND) 

Demand Table AP1.T2. (field 4, position 5, code C) displays the replacement demand 
and its components.   The replacement demand is generated by casualties and other 
losses and can be defined as the difference between the losses (KCMIA, WIA 
admissions, DNBI admissions, and deserters) and the returns to duty (from patients, 
deserters, and MlAs) adjusted for transient time.   Detail is furnished on theater, officer 
and enlisted personnel, and occupational category.

AP1.2.1.  Instructions.   All losses and returns to duty are to be shown at the time 
they occur.   Data are to be supplied for theaters specified in the scenario-specific 
guidance.   Data input tables should be completed using the code, fields, and positions 
specified for each manpower category below.   A sample data input table follows the 
conceptual layout.

AP1.2.1.1.  Losses Due to: 

AP1.2.1.1.1.  KCMIAs (Code 1).   Combat casualty losses (fields 19 
through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.2.1.1.2.  WIA Admissions (Code 2).   Combat casualty patients 
(fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.2.1.1.3.  DNBI Admissions (Code 3).   Non-battle casualty patients 
(field 16, positions 60 through 65; fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.2.1.1.4.  Deserters (Code 4).   Defined by DoD Directive 1325.2 
(reference (j)) (field 16, positions 60 through 65; fields 19 through 28, positions 78 
through 137).

AP1.2.1.2.  Returns To Duty From: 

AP1.2.1.2.1.  Patients (Code 5).   Patients are DNBI admissions and WIA 
admissions (field 16, positions 60 through 65; fields 19 through 28, positions 78 
through 137).

AP1.2.1.2.2.  Deserters and MIAs (Code 6).   Deserters and MIAs are 
defined above (field 16, positions 60 through 65; fields 19 through 28, positions 78 
through 137).

AP1.2.1.2.3.  Patients Remaining (Code 7).   DNBI admissions and WIA 
admissions who have not died, and who have not been returned to duty, discharged, or 
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evacuated.   Entries for this category will not be used in computing the replacement 
demand (field 16, positions 60 through 65; fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 
137).

AP1.2.1.2.4.  Patients Evacuated (Code 8).   DNBI admissions and WIA 
admissions who are evacuated from theater to a CONUS medical facility.   Entries for 
this category will not be used in computing the replacement demand (field 16, positions 
60 through 65; fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.2.1.2.5.  Died of Wounds (Code 9).   DNBI admissions and WIA 
admissions who die of disease, injury, or wounds after admission to a medical facility.   
Entries for this category will not be used in computing the replacement demand (field 
16, positions 60 through 65; fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.2.1.2.6.  Medical Discharges (Code 10).   DNBI admissions and WIA 
admissions who have not died or have not been returned to duty but have been 
discharged from military service because of medical disability.   Entries for this 
category will not be used in computing the replacement demand (field 16, positions 60 
through 65; fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.1.2.  Conceptual Layout: 
  
 (KCMIA)ti 
  
 + (WIA admissions)ti

  
 + (DNBI admissions)ti

  
 + (Deserters)ti

  
 - (Returns to duty from patients)ti
  
 - (Returns to duty from deserters and MlAs)ti
  
 = Replacement demand at ti

  
 => Replacement demand at ti (adjusted for transient time) 
  
(Patients remaining)ti (nonadd) 
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(Patients evacuated)tii (nonadd) 
  
(Died of wounds)ti (nonadd) 
  
(Medical discharges)ti (nonadd) 
  
NOTE:  Replacement demand in a theater of operations is adjusted forward by one time 
period so that a casualty incurred during tiwill be considered a replacement demand 
during ti-1.
   

Table AP1.T2.   Replacement Dynamics
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Table AP1.T2.   Replacement Dynamics (Continued)

AP1.3.  STRUCTURE STRENGTHS (SUPPLY) 

AP1.3.1.  Supply Table AP1.T3. (field 4, position 5, code H) displays the following 
components of structure strength:

AP1.3.1.1.  Active Force Structure Strength.   On pre-S-Day, the Active force 
structure strength (operating strength) is the number of Active military personnel 
actually in units.   It is derived by adjusting the force structure allowance to reflect the 
force structure deviation.   On S-Day, the force structure strength is adjusted to reflect 
the 200K call-up.   On M-Day, the force structure strength is adjusted to reflect the 
partial mobilization call-up.

AP1.3.1.2.  Selected Reserve Force Structure Strength.   On pre-S-Day, the 
Selected Reserve force structure strength (operating strength) is the number of Reserve 
military personnel actually in units.   It is derived by subtracting trainees and non-unit 
Reservists from the pre-S-Day force structure allowance and adjusting by the force 
structure deviation.   On S-Day, the force structure strength is adjusted to reflect the 
200K call-up.   On M-Day, the force structure strength is adjusted to reflect no-shows 
and the partial mobilization call-up.
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AP1.3.1.3.  Trained (Non-unit) Individuals.   On pre-S-Day, trained (non-unit) 
individuals includes THS.   On S-Day and beyond, trained individuals is adjusted to 
reflect incremental changes for THS.

AP1.3.1.4.  Detail is furnished on officer and enlisted personnel and 
occupational category.   Data apply only to theater code Y.   Data input tables shall be 
completed using the code, fields, and positions specified for each manpower category 
below.   A sample data input table follows the conceptual layout.

AP1.3.2.  Instructions.   Data apply only to theater code Y.   Data input shall be 
completed using the code, fields, and positions specified for each manpower category 
below.   A sample data input table follows the conceptual layout.

AP1.3.2.1.  Force Structure Allowance - Active (Code 1).   The peacetime 
force structure allowance (programmed manpower structure) authorized in the FYDP 
(reference (g)), (exclusive of individuals).   Data apply to pre-S-Day only.emsp; This 
entry should equal the pre-S-Day force structure allowance for the Active forces on 
Table AP1.T1. (field 8, positions 12 through 17).

AP1.3.2.2.  Force Structure Deviation - Active (PE 887220) (Code 2).   The 
difference between the peacetime force structure, allowance (programmed manpower 
structure) and actual force structure strength (operating strength).   Data apply to 
pre-S-Day only.   This entry must agree with the FYDP (reference (g)).   The entry will 
be negative when the force structure allowance exceeds the actual manpower program 
strength and positive when the allowance is less than the actual strength (field 8, 
positions 12 through 17).

AP1.3.2.3.  Manpower to be Trained (Code 3).   Members of the force 
structure who cannot be used in their current skills and must be retrained to fill 
mobilization positions.   They are to be shown also as "Current Service" accessions on 
Table AP1.T4. (field 16, positions 60 through 65; fields 19 through 28, positions 78 
through 137).

AP1.3.2.4.  Force Structure Allowance - Selected Reserve (Code 4).   The 
peacetime authorized strength (total paid strength) of Selected Reserve units and 
individuals.   It includes Reserve component categories (RCC) S, T, and U.   Army and 
Air Force entries should distinguish between National Guard and Reserve units and 
individual mobilization augmentees (IMAs).   Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard 
entries will distinguish between Reserve units and IMAs.   Data apply to pre-S-Day 
only.   Entries should equal the pre-S-Day peacetime authorized strength (total paid 
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strength) of the Selected Reserve on Table AP1.T1. (fields 9 through 11, positions 18 
through 35).

AP1.3.2.5.  Force Structure Deviation - Selected Reserve (Code 5).   The 
difference between the peacetime authorized strength and the actual strength.   Data 
apply to pre-S-Day only.   The entry will be negative when the force structure allowance 
exceeds the actual manpower program strength and positive when the allowance is less 
than actual strength (fields 9 through 10, positions 18 through 29).

AP1.3.2.6.  Selected Reserve Presidential Call-Up (200K Call-Up) (Code 6).   
The Selected Reserve manpower that is mobilized under the Presidential authority in 10 
USC 673(b) (reference (t)) can go up to 200,000.   Data apply to S-Day only.   The 
mobilized manpower may include IMAs and will be a decrement to the Selected Reserve 
force structure strength and a corresponding increase to the Active force structure 
strength (fields 13 through 15, positions 42 through 59).

AP1.3.2.7.  Ready Reserve Presidential Call-Up (Partial Mobilization Call-UP) 
(Code 7).   The Reserve manpower that is mobilized after a Presidential declaration of a 
national emergency under partial mobilization (Section 673 of reference (t)).   Can go 
up to 1 million.   Data apply to M-Day only.   The mobilized manpower may include 
IMAs and IRRs and will be a decrement to the Selected Reserve force structure strength 
and a corresponding increase to the Active force structure strength (fields 17 through 
18, positions 66 through 77).

AP1.3.2.8.  Trainees (Code 8).   The enlisted members of the Selected Reserve 
in training and/or retirement categories (TRC) F, P, Q, T, and X.   Data apply to 
pre-S-Day only.   Entries are to equal trainee figures in the FYDP (reference (g)) for 
pre-S-Day (fields 9 through 10, positions 18 through 29).

AP1.3.2.9.  No Shows (Code 9).   Those members of the Selected Reserve 
who do not reach their units on M-Day.   Data apply to M-Day only (fields 17 through 
18, positions 66 through 77).

AP1.3.2.10.  Trained (Non-unit) individuals (Code 10).   The individual 
category (Program 8) of trained military personnel (including cadets and midshipmen) 
who are not assigned to force structure units.   It includes transients (PE 887320), 
holdees (PE 887210), and students (officer RICs 0041, 0042, 0043, and 0044, and 
enlisted RICS, 0131, 0132, 0133, 0134, 0140, 0141, and 0142).   The pre-S-Day entry 
must equal the total population of THS in the FYDP (reference (g)).   For S-Day and 
beyond, entries must reflect only incremental changes in the "individuals" population.   
Incremental changes are shown as negative entries to denote individuals returning to 
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units and as positive entries to denote accessions to the individuals category (field 8, 
positions 12 through17; field 12, positions 36 through 41; field 16, positions 60 
through 65; fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.3.3.  Conceptual Layout: 
  
(Force structure allowance - active)to
  
+ (Force structure deviation - active)to
  
= Force structure strength - active at to

  
+ (200K call-up)t1
  
= Force structure strength - active at t1

  
+ (IMA)To

  
+ (IMA)T1

  
+ (Partial mobilization call-up)t2
  
= Force structure strength - active at t2

  
(Force structure allowance Selected Reserve)to

  
+ (Force structure deviation - Selected Reserve)to

  
- (Trainees)to
  
= Force structure strength - Selected Reserve at to

  
- (200K call-up)t1
  
= Force structure strength - Selected Reserve at t1

  
- (Partial mobilization call-up)t2
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- (No-shows)t2

  
= Force structure strength - Selected Reserve at t2

  
(Trained (non-unit) individuals)ti
  
+ Trained (non-unit) individuals (cum)ti-1

  
- Trained (non-unit) individuals (cum)at ti

   

Table AP1.T3.   Structure Strengths
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Table AP1.T3.   Structure Strengths (Continued)

AP1.4.  TRAINING DYNAMICS (SUPPLY) 

Supply Table AP1.T4. (field 4, position 5, code J) displays the training output during and 
the number of trainees at the end of each time period.   Trainees at end is defined as the 
sum of trainees at the start of a time period plus accessions during the time period 
minus any trainee attrition and minus any training output during the time period.   Detail 
is furnished on officer and enlisted personnel.   Training output will also include 
occupational category.  

AP1.4.1.  Instructions:   Data apply only to theater code Y.   Data for total officers 
and total enlisted personnel (without regard to occupational category) are to be entered 
for all manpower categories except training output (which will include occupational 
category).   The term "trainees" includes both officer accession students in training and 
enlisted trainees.   The Army and Air Force provide separate entries for Active, National 
Guard, and Reserve; the Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard provide entries for Active 
and Reserve.   Data input tables should be completed using the code, fields, and positions 
specified for each manpower category, below.   A sample data input table follows the 
conceptual layout.
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AP1.4.1.1.  Trainees at Start (Code 1).    The number of trainees at the 
beginning of a given time period.   Data will be entered for pre-S-Day only.   The number 
of trainees at the beginning of each succeeding time period will be calculated to equal 
the number of trainees at the end of the previous time period.   For example, trainees at 
start of M+40 will equal trainees at end of M+30.   Trainees at start of M+10, will 
equal the sum of the active, guard, and Reserve trainees at end of pre-S-Day.   The 
number of Active enlisted trainees (RICs 0135, 0136, 0137, 0138) and the number of 
Active officer accession students (RICs 0045, 0046, 0047, 0048) on pre-S-Day is to 
equal the number provided in the FYDP reference (g)).   Selected Reserve trainees on 
pre-S-Day will include enlisted personnel in TRC F, T, and X, and IRR personnel in TRC 
J and K (fields 8 through 10, positions 12 through 29).

AP1.4.1.2.  NPS Accessions - Active (Code 2).   All accessions without PS or 
training, including personnel in the delayed entry program.   Personnel shall be entered 
as NPS accessions-active at the time they are ordered to report for training (fields 19 
through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.1.3.  NPS Accessions - Selected Reserve (Code 3).   Selected Reserve 
personnel without PS or training.   Reserve personnel in TRC H, P, and Q shall be 
mobilized as trainees (fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.1.4.  CS Accessions (Code 4).   Members of the Active force who 
require some form of retraining or refresher training (see Code 3 on Table AP1.T3.) 
(fields 16 through 28, positions 60 through 137).

AP1.4.1.5.  PS Accessions - ING (Code 5).   Members of the ING who require 
some form of retraining or refresher training.   The ING consists of personnel in TRC I 
(fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.1.6.  PS Accessions - IRR (Code 6).    Members of the IRR who require 
some form of retraining or refresher training.   The IRR consists of personnel in TRC E 
(fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.1.7.  PS Accessions - RTD (Code 7).   Accessions who are retired from 
either Regular or Reserve service and who require some form of retraining or refresher 
Training (fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.1.8.  PS Accessions - SBR (Code 8).   Members of the SBR who 
require some form of retraining or refresher training.   The SBR consists of personnel 
in RCC Y (fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).
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AP1.4.1.9.  PS Accessions - Volunteer Veterans (VOL) (Code 9).   Accessions 
who are veterans with no military obligation, who have volunteered for active duty and 
who require some form of retraining or refresher training (fields 19 through 28, 
positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.1.10.  Trainee Attrition (Code 10).   Includes all individuals who, for any 
reason, leave training before completion (fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 
137).

AP1.4.1.11.  Training Output - NPS (Code 11).   Includes all NPS accessions 
who complete initial training and leave for their units.   Any training output occurring on 
M-Day is to be included on M+10 (fields 19 through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.1.12.  Training Output - CS (Code 12).   Includes all CS accessions who 
complete retraining or refresher training and leave for their units.   Any training output 
occurring on M-Day is to be included on M+10 (fields 19 through 28, positions 78 
through 137).

AP1.4.1.13.  Training Output - ING (Code 13).   Includes all ING accessions 
who complete retraining or refresher training and leave for their units.   Training output 
- ING shall also be reflected in the appropriate category on Table AP1.T5. (fields 19 
through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.1.14.  Training Output - IRR (Code 14).   Includes all IRR accessions 
who complete retraining or refresher training and leave for their units. Training output - 
IRR shall also be reflected in the appropriate category on Table AP1.T5. (fields 19 
through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.1.15.  Training Output - RTD (Code 15).   Includes all retired accessions 
who complete retraining or refresher training and leave for their units.   Training output 
- RTD shall also be reflected in the appropriate category on Table AP1.T5. (fields 19 
through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.16.  Training Output - SBR (Code 16).   Includes all SBR accessions 
who complete retraining or refresher training and leave for their units.   Training output 
- SBR shall also be reflected in the appropriate category on Table AP1.T5. (fields 19 
through 28, positions 78 through 137).
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AP1.4.1.17.  Training Output - VOL (Code 17).   Includes all VOL accessions 
who complete retraining or refresher training and leave for their units.   Training output 
- VOL shall also be reflected in the appropriate category on Table AP1.T5. (fields 19 
through 28, positions 78 through 137).

AP1.4.2.  Conceptual Layout: 
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Table AP1.T4.   Training Dynamics
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Table AP1.T4.   Training Dynamics (Continued)

The trainees incremental change at ti is the difference between the trainees at end at ti 
and the trainees at start at ti.

AP1.5.  PRE-TRAINED INDIVIDUALS (SUPPLY) 

Supply Table AP1.T5. (field 4, position 5, code K) displays the pre-trained individual 
supply from S-Day aad beyond.   Detail is furnished on officer and enlisted personnel 
and occupational category.

AP1.5.1.  Instructions:   Data apply only to theater code Y.   All manpower 
categories refer to individuals who go directly to their assignment or come out of 
refresher training on or after S-Day.   Pre-S-Day entries for codes 1 through 4 will 
reflect the actual strength of each manpower category (nonadd memo entries only).   
Data input tables should be completed using the code, fields, and positions specified for 
each manpower category, below.   A sample data input table follows the conceptual 
layout.

AP1.5.1.1.  ING (Code 1).   Consists of personnel who are members of a 
National Guard unit in an inactive status.   This includes personnel in RCC I (field 9, 
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positions 18 through 23; field 17, positions 66 through 71; fields 19 through 28, 
positions 78 through 137).

AP1.5.1.2.  IRR (Code 2).   Consists of personnel who are members of the 
IRR.   This includes personnel in TRC E (field 10, positions 24 through 29; fields 18 
through 28, positions 72 through 137).

AP1.5.1.3.  RTD (Code 3).   Consists of personnel who are nondisability 
military retirees from Regular or Reserve Service who are under 60 years of age and 
those military retirees that the military service determines are needed for mobilization 
(field 10, positions 24 through 29; field 14, positions 48 through 53; fields 18 through 
28, positions 72 through 137).

AP1.5.1.4.  SBR (Code 4).   Consists of personnel who are members of the 
SBR.   This includes personnel in RCC Y (field 10, positions 24 through 29; fields 18 
through 28, positions 72 through 137).

AP1.5.1.5.  VOL (Code 5).   Consists of personnel who are veterans of prior 
military service with no further military obligation but who have volunteered for active 
duty (field 18 through 28, positions 72 through 137).

AP1.5.2.  Conceptual Layout: 
  
(ING)ti
  
+ (IRR)Ti

  
+ (RTD)Ti

  
+ (SBR)Ti

  
+ (VOL)Ti

  
= Pre-trained individual supply at ti
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Table AP1.T5.   Pre-trained Individuals

Table AP1.T5.   Pre-trained Individuals (Continued)
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AP1.6.  DATA RECORD FORMAT AND CODES 

Items marked with an asterisk (*) have been registered in the DoD Data Element 
Program (DoD 5000.12-M, reference (u)).
  
Items marked with a double asterisk (**) may be omitted.

Description Character 
Length

Type Field Position Code

*Year 2 N 1 1 through 
2

*Component 1 A 2 3

Army A

Navy N

Marines M

Air Force F

Coast Guard G

Filler (leave blank) 1 3 4

Table - Supply and Demand

Categories 1 A 4 5

Force Structure Dynamics (Demand) B

Replacement Dynamics (Demand) C

Structure Strength (Supply) H

Training Dynamics (Supply) J

Pre-trained Individuals (Supply) K

*Theater 1 A 5 6

Europe E

Atlantic and/or Mediterranean A

Contingency C

Pacific Ocean ashore Q

Pacific Ocean afloat P

Indian Ocean I

Northeast Asia K

Southwest Asia S

U.S. (used only when not separating deploying 
from nondeploying)

N

U.S. deploying D

U.S. nondeploying F

ROW R
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Description Character 
Length

Type Field Position Code

No theater distinction Y

Manpower Category 2 N 6 7-8

*Table AP1.T1.:  Force structure dynamics 
categories

Manpower authorized in units 01

Additional manpower required 02

*Manpower from inactivated units 03

*Manpower from reduced units 04

**Reductions due to lost equipment not replaced 05

**Military replaced by civilians 06

**Civilians replaced by military 07

Manpower for unmanned units 08

**Transfers out of theater 09

*Table AP1.T2.:  Replacement dynamics 
categories

KCMIA 01

WIA admissions 02

DNBI admissions 03

**Deserters 04

Return to duty:

From Patients 05

**From deserters and MIAs 06

Patients remaining 07

Patients evacuated from theater 08

**Died of wounds 09

**Medical discharges 10

*Table AP1.T3.:  Structure strengths categories

Force structure allowance - active 01

Force structure deviation - active 02

**Manpower to be trained 03

Force structure allowance - Selected Reserve 04

**Force Structure deviation - Selected Reserve 05
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Description Character Length Type Field Position Code

200K call up 06

Partial mobilization call-up 07

Trainees 08

No-shows 09

Trained (non-unit) individuals 10

*Table AP1.T4.:  Training dynamic categories

Trainees at Start 01

NPS accessions 02

NPS accessions - Selected Reserve 03

**CS accessions 04

**PS accessions - ING 05

** PS accessions - IRR 06

** PS accessions - RTD 07

** PS accessions - SBR 08

** PS accessions - (VOL) 09

Trainee attrition 10

Training output - NPS 11

** Training output - CS 12

**Training output - ING 13

**Training output -IRR 14

**Training output -RTD 15

**Training output - SBR 16

**Training output - VOL 17

*Table AP1.T5.:  Pre-trained individuals categories

ING 01

IRR 02

RID 03

SBR 04

**VOL 05

Manpower Type 3 A/N 7 9-11

Officer

Total 0

Combat 01

Medical 02

Logistics, services, and supply 03
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Description Character 
Length

Type Field Position Code

Technical, engineering, 
maintenance, and repair

04

Communication and 
intelligence

05

Enlisted

Total E

Combat E1

Medical E2

Logistics, services, anmd 
supply

E3

Technical, engineering, 
maintenance, and repair

E4

Communication and 
intelligence

E5

Time

Pre-S-Day - Active 6 N 8 12 through 17

Pre-S-Day -Guard 6 N 9 18 through 23

Pre-S-Day - Reserve 6 N 10 24 through 29

Pre-S-Day - IMA 6 N 11 30 through 35

S-Day - Active 6 N 12 36 through 41

S-Day - Guard 6 N 13 42 through 47

S-Day - Reserve 6 N 14 48 through 53

S-Day - IMA 6 N 15 54 through 59

M-Day - Active 6 N 16 60 through 65

M-Day - Guard 6 N 17 66 through 71 

M-Day - Reserve 6 N 18 72 through 77

M+ 10 6 N 19 78 through 83

M+ 20 6 N 20 84 through 89

M+ 30 6 N 21 90 through 95

M+ 40 6 N 22 96 through 101

M+ 50 6 N 23 102 through 107

M+ 60 6 N 24 108 through 113

M+ 90 6 N 25 114 through 119

M+ 120 6 N 26 120 through 125

M+ 150 6 N 27 126 through 131

M+ 180 6 N 28 132 through 137

Blank Field 138 
through 140
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NOTE:  Coding must be as indicated in the instructions.   When specific coding instructions are not 
provided, reference must be made to DoD 5000.12-M (reference (u)).

AP1.7.  AUTOMATION INSTRUCTIONS 

AP1.7.1.  Data will normally be submitted on magnetic tape.   Data submissions on 
floppy diskette or hand-written input tables may be considered upon specific request.

AP1.7.2.  All quantity input data are incremental except when otherwise specified 
and will be submitted in hundreds, rounded to the nearest hundred except that Coast 
Guard data will be submitted in whole numbers.

AP1.7.3.  After completion of the input tables, the data will normally be transcribed 
onto magnetic tape with the following specifications:

AP1.7.3.1.  Tapes must be IBM compatible, 9-track, EBCDIC, with a tape 
density of 1600 BPI.

AP1.7.3.2.  Tape records must be blocked 42 records to a block, 140 
characters per data record.

AP1.7.3.3.  No header or trailer LABELs are to be written on the reels.

AP1.7.3.4.  An IBM compatible tape mark will be used to signal the end of reel 
(EOR).

AP1.7.3.5.  Tape reels are to be identified by an outside LABEL that lists 
contents, year, submission date, submitting DoD Component, and the name and 
telephone number of the person to contact to resolve tape format problems.

AP1.7.3.6.  A hard copy of the first 50 records from the tape must accompany 
the tape submission.

AP1.7.3.7.  Codes for fields 1 through 7 must be entered as shown on the 
sample data input tables in this appendix.

AP1.7.3.8.  All quantity fields (fields 8 through 27) are six digits long, must be 
right justified, and need not be zero filled.
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AP1.7.3.9.  All quantities are expressed in hundreds, rounded to the nearest 
hundred.   (Quantities of 50 to 99 will be rounded up to the next hundred.   Quantities of 
1 through 49 will be rounded down.)   Coast Guard quantities are whole numbers.

AP1.7.3.10.  When negative entries occur, a negative sign must precede the 
first significant digit.
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AP2.  APPENDIX 2

SAMPLE DATA PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR U.S. CIVILIAN MANPOWER

AP2.1.  GENERAL 

AP2.1.1.  The civilian subsystem of the WARMAPS compiles and manages data 
about the DoD civilian work force required to support the mobilization force structure 
(demand) and the civilian employees available to perform the required work (supply).   
As prescribed in DoD Instruction 1100.19 (reference (c)), each Service and Defense 
Agency is required to develop, maintain, and submit wartime demand and supply data.

AP2.1.2.  Civilian WARMAPS data are submitted in record units.   Each record 
consists of either numeric demand or supply data, or both numeric demand and supply 
data entered over a 180-day mobilization scenario.   Each record is unique and consists 
of:

AP2.1.2.1.  Identification Data Fields.   These data fields describe civilian 
manpower positions and/or employees by organizational affiliation, work place location, 
skill, and skill level.

AP2.1.2.2.  Demand Data Fields.   These are numeric data fields which contain 
data about wartime manpower requirements (i.e., the number of peacetime positions 
needed and the number of wartime positions that need to be created or terminated) over 
the scenario.

AP2.1.2.3.  Supply Data Fields.   These are numeric data fields that contain data 
about the available supply of employees over the scenario.

AP2.1.3.  Definitions, special assumptions, specific reporting directions, and coding 
instructions for each of the data elements are outlined in subsequent sections.

AP2.1.2.4.  Wartime civilian manpower requirements and projections of the 
available supplies of civilian employees in WARMAPS will be based on the 
mobilization preparedness planning policies, procedures, and scenario assumptions in 
DoD Directives 1100.18 and 1400.31 and in DoD Instructions 1100.19 and 1400.32 
(references (e), (q), (c), and (r)).   Wartime projections will be based on the assumption 
of full mobilization under the DPG scenario (reference (i)).   The data must accurately 
reflect projected wartime-mission work load requirements for all U.S. civilian 
manpower who are paid from appropriated funds, and the planned maximum utilization of 
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all available U.S.-appropriated fund employees.   Foreign national data will not be 
reported.

AP2.1.2.5.  The mobilization scenario begins with pre-M-Day.   The only 
numeric data entered for pre-M-Day are peacetime positions, key positions, manpower 
for utilization, and on hand strength.   The remaining numeric data are entered over the 
mobilization scenario that continues with M-Day, M+30 days, M+60 days, M+90 days, 
and ends with M+180 days.   Incremental data for M+120 and M+150 days will be 
reflected in the M+180 days time period.   (Sections AP2.3. and AP2.4., below, provide 
explanations of numeric data fields.)

AP2.2.  IDENTIFICATION DATA FIELDS 

AP2.2.1.  Instructions.   Data for the civilian subsystem identification elements 
listed in subsparagraphs AP2.2.1.1. through AP2.2.1.8., below, will be entered for each 
record according to the specific instructions provided.   Identification data elements are 
key fields in the management and computation of WARMAPS civilian demand and 
supply data.   It is essential that the accuracy of these fields is verified.

AP2.2.1.1.  Employment Category.   The broad management categories of the 
civilian work force (e.g., U.S. appropriated fund, NAF, FNDH, and FNIH) are 
distinguished by employment category codes in WARMAPS.
  
Enter employment category code "U" (for U.S.-appropriated fund manpower) in all 
records submitted for this data call.

AP2.2.1.2.  Major Claimant.   The major command or major functional element 
directly subordinate to, and established by, the DoD Component Headquarters.   Services 
and Agencies should report the bureau portion of the Agency code submitted to DMDC 
under DoD Instruction 1444.2 (reference (k)).
  
Enter the two-character alphanumeric code designated by the Service or Agency to 
distinguish major claimants within the DoD Component.

AP2.2.1.3.  POI.   The number, formerly known as, "Submitting Office Number 
(SON)," assigned by the OPM to identify the civilian personnel office responsible for 
providing personnel services. 
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Enter the four-digit number of the POI responsible for servicing the manpower 
requirements and/or employees.

AP2.2.1.4.  Work Place Location.   The geographic location where work is 
actually required and/or performed.   Work place locations will be coded according to 
the GEOLOCs in the GSA publication, "Worldwide Geographic Location Codes 
(GEOLOC)" (reference (l)).
  
Enter the nine-character alphanumeric GEOLOC representing the State, city, and county 
(or county and city, if outside the United States) of the work place. 
  
NOTE:  If a DoD installation has been assigned a unique GEOLOC, that GEOLOC will 
be used.   Otherwise, enter the GEOLOC for the nearest city or town.   In unusual 
circumstances (e.g., where a position requires work at multiple locations or at sea) the 
GEOLOC of the responsible servicing civilian personnel office shall be used.

AP2.2.1.5.  UIC.   UIC, as prescribed by JCS Pub. 6 (reference (m)), are used 
in WARMAPS to represent the organization element at the work place level of detail.   
Defense Agencies without UIC codes may report the same constructed code as 
submitted to the DMDC under DoD Instruction 1444.2 (reference (k)).
  
Enter the six-character alphanumeric UIC code. 
  
NOTE:  Army:  Report a "W" in the first position. 
  
             Navy:  Report an "N" in the first position. 
  
             Air Force:  Report an "F" in the first position. 
  
             Marine Corps:  Report an "M" in the first position. 
  
             Coast Guard:  Report an "E" in the first position.

AP2.2.1.6.  Civilian Occupation.   The OPM occupational series code for GS 
and FWB positions, as described in the Federal Personnel Manual (FPM) (reference 
(n)).
  
Enter the four-digit OPM occupational series for each record.

AP2.2.1.7.  Civilian Pay Plan.   The OPM schedule that is used to determine 
pay.   Pay plans are described in the FPM (reference (n)).
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Enter the conventional two-character code usedby OPM to abbreviate pay plans (e.g., 
GS, GM, ES, WG, WL, and WS).

AP2.2.1.8.  Civilian Grade.   The specific grade of a position or employee, as 
listed in the FPM (reference (n)).
  
Enter the specific two-digit grade for the positions and/or manpower in each record.

AP2.3.  DEMAND DATA FIELDS 

AP2.3.1.  Instructions.   WARMAPS projects civilian manpower demand over a 
180-day mobilization scenario.   The projection is computed from data submitted as 
incremental adjustments (positions created and positions terminated) to a pre-M-Day 
starting point (peacetime positions).   The total number of peacetime positions for all 
records should agree with manpower data reported in the latest version of the FYDP 
(reference (g)).
  
Enter numeric data for each applicable demand data field to represent the manpower 
requirements for the described position over the scenario.   In individual WARMAPS 
records, peacetime positions plus positions created (over time) less positions 
terminated (over time) cannot be less than zero.   Numeric fields that are not needed 
may be left blank or zero filled.

AP2.3.1.1.  Peacetime Positions.   The number of full-time, permanent, 
appropriated fund civilian positions required to accomplish the peacetime work load 
(pre-M-Day only).   Data listed should reflect authorized or equivalent positions.

AP2.3.1.2.  Positions Created.   The number of new or additional planned 
positions that are required during the scenario to accomplish new or increased work load 
resulting from mobilization missions (M-Day through M+180 days).

AP2.3.1.3.  Positions Terminated.   The number of positions that are no longer 
required because of postponed or canceled activities during mobilization or the 
completion of specific mobilization work requirements (M-Day through M+180 days).

AP2.3.1.4.  Key Positions.   The number of peacetime positions that are 
designated "key"; i.e., positions that cannot be vacant during a national emergency or 
mobilization without seriously impairing the capability of the organization or office to 
function effectively (pre-M-Day only).
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AP2.3.1.5.  E-E Positions.   The number of civilian positions overseas (or that 
would be transferred overseas during a crisis) in which continued performance of the 
position is considered essential to the support of mission requirements, during a crisis 
situation (M-Day only).   For E-E positions in the United States that are transferred 
overseas during crises, the number of E-E positions must be entered in two records; the 
U.S. record and a corresponding overseas record.   In addition to entering the number of 
E-E positions in this field for both records, the U.S. record must show the E-E positions 
as "terminated" and the overseas record must show the E-E positions as "created."

AP2.4.  SUPPLY DATA ELEMENTS 

AP2.4.1.  Instructions.   WARMAPS projects the available supplies of civilian 
manpower that are available to fill manpower requirements over a 180-day mobilization 
scenario.   The projection is computed from data submitted as incremental adjustments 
(recalled reservists, recalled retirees, transfer losses, transfer gains, and probable gains) 
to a pre-M-Day starting point (onhand strength). 
  
The supply data elements permit two separate projections of the ability to fill 
requirements.   WARMAPS first projects, based on mobilization plans, the utilization of 
the manpower supplies in wartime required positions.   Secondly, WARMAPS projects 
the maximum utilization of all available manpower resources.   The number of 
reallocated manpower supplies, shown as, "probable gains," are derived from vacancy 
computations listed in section AP2.7., below. 
  
Enter numeric data for each applicable supply data element to represent the available 
supplies of manpower over the scenario.   Unused numeric fields may be left blank or 
zero filled.

AP2.4.1.1.  Onhand Strength.   The number of U.S. full-time, permanent, 
appropriated fund employees in the civilian work force (pre-M-Day only).

AP2.4.1.2.  Recalled Reservists.   The number of civilian employees in the 
onhand strength field who are members of the Ready or Standby Reserve and can be 
recalled to active duty (M-Day only).   Do not include members of the Reserve who 
have been relieved of their recall obligations under the screening policies of DoD 
Directives 1200.7 and 1404.10 (references (o) and (p)).

AP2.4.1.3.  Recalled Retirees.   The number of civilian employees in the 
onhand strength field who are retired from Regular or Reserve service and will be 
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recalled to military service (M-Day only).   Do not include Category III military retirees 
or those retirees who have been relieved of their recall obligations under the screening 
policies of references (o) and (p).

AP2.4.1.4.  Transfer Losses.   The number of available civilian employees who 
do not fill wartime required positions.   Transfer losses in each record are derived from 
available civilian employees who occupy terminated positions or who are excess 
(M-Day through M+180 days).   Transfer losses entered in one time period to reflect 
subtractions to supply should NOT be entered as transfer losses in subsequent time 
periods. 
  
The following situations do not yield transfer losses:

AP2.4.1.4.1.  Terminated or lapsed positions which are vacant.

AP2.4.1.4.2.  Terminated or lapsed positions in which the incumbents are 
recalled Reservists or recalled retirees.

AP2.4.1.4.3.  Terminated or lapsed positions in which the incumbents 
could fill existing vacant wartime positions in the same record. 
  
For each transfer loss, there must be EITHER:

AP2.4.1.4.4.  A corresponding increase to the transfer gains field in 
another record indicating the placement of the available employee in a vacant wartime 
required position; OR

AP2.4.1.4.5.  A corresponding increase to the manpower for reassignment 
field in the same record indicating the availability of the employee for reassignment.

AP2.4.5.  Transfer Gains.   The number of available civilian employees who, under 
current mobilization plans, will be transferred to vacant wartime required positions.   
Transfer gains should reflect mobilization planning at activity, installation, and higher 
command levels to detail, reassign, and utilize all available civilian employees in 
appropriate mobilization work requirements. 
  
The following are limitations in taking transfer gains:

AP2.4.5.1.  Both transfer gains and transfer losses cannot be entered in the 
same time period in the same WARMAPS records.
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AP2.4.5.2.  Transfer gains entered in one time period to reflect additions to 
supply should NOT be entered as transfer gains in subsequent time periods.

AP2.4.5.3.  The number of transfer gains cannot exceed the number of vacant 
positions required at a particular time period in the same WARMAPS record.   Transfer 
gains taken between M-Day and M+180 days serve as a dynamic and realistic reflection 
of mobilization planning to fill vacant mobilization positions from the available 
manpower.   Sources of available manpower are:

AP2.4.5.3.1.  Transfer losses.

AP2.4.5.3.2.  Manpower for reassignment.

AP2.4.5.3.3.  Manpower for utilization.

AP2.4.6.  Manpower for Reassignment.   The remaining supply of employees over 
the scenario who are transfer losses and have not yet been placed in specific wartime 
required positions.   A decrease to manpower for reassignment reflects actual 
mobilization planning for the detail, reassignment, and optimal utilization of available 
supplies of civilian employees.   The running total of remaining manpower for 
reassignment decreases for each employee who is detailed or reassigned to a wartime 
required position (i.e., taken as a transfer gain).  For example, at M-Day, Record A has 
five incumbents reflected in the manpower for reassignment field.   Record B has two 
vacancies that arise at M+30 days.   To eliminate the vacancies in Record B, two 
transfer gains are taken from the manpower for reassignment field in Record A.   
Manpower for reassignment field in Record A decreases to three at M+30 days.

AP2.4.7.  Manpower for Utilization.   The initial and remaining supplies of 
part-time, intermittent, or temporary employees in the civilian work force who may be 
assigned to wartime required positions during mobilization.   For pre-M-Day, it data 
should reflect the peacetime supply of part-time, intermittent, or temporary 
employees.   Data for M-Day and beyond are a running total of the remaining supplies of 
other than full-time, permanent employees who have not yet been assigned to wartime 
required positions.   Each decrease in the supply of manpower for utilization is 
associated with a corresponding transfer gain. For example, at pre-M-Day there are 
seven employees in the manpower for utilization field.   At M-Day, Record A has five 
unfilled positions.   To eliminate the vacancies of Record A, five transfer gains are taken 
internally at M-Day from the manpower for utilization field.   Manpower for utilization 
field decreases to two at M-Day.
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AP2.4.8.  Probable Gains.   The number of remaining civilian employees from the 
manpower for reassignment and manpower for utilization fields who, by virtue of their 
skills, could fill vacant wartime required positions.   Unlike transfer gains that reflect 
actual mobilization planning, probable gains reflect a reallocation of the remaining 
supplies of civilian manpower (employees in the manpower for reassignment and 
manpower for utilization fields at M+180 days) to vacant wartime required positions.   
A probable gain is entered at the earliest time period when the manpower is available 
and the requirement exists.   At M-Day, probable gains are taken from the pool of 
available manpower reflected in the Manpower for reassignment and manpower for 
utilization fields at M+180 days.   For M+30 through M+180 days, probable gains are 
taken from the manpower for conversion field.   Probable gains simulates the maximum 
utilization of all available skills without effecting transfer gains, transfer losses, 
manpower for reassignment, and manpower for utilization fields.

AP2.4.9.  Manpower for Conversion.   The number of remaining civilian employees 
from the manpower for reassignment and manpower for utilization fields who, by virtue 
of their skills or unavailability, could not fill a vacant wartime required position.   
Manpower not taken as probable gains at M-Day must be entered in the manpower for 
conversion field.   Manpower for conversion is decremented for each probable gain 
taken at M+30 days and beyond.   This field is a running total of unused manpower that 
can be used to fill vacant wartime required positions (M-Day through M+180 days).   
Manpower for conversion reflects a reallocation of the remaining supplies (employees 
in the manpower for reassignment and man-power for utilization fields at M+180 days) 
without effecting transfer gains, transfer losses, manpower for reassignment, and 
manpower for utilization fields.

AP2.5.  DATA RECORD FORMAT AND CODES 

AP2.5.1.  WARMAPS civilian manpower data are submitted in single units 
(records), position by position.

AP2.5.2.  Field placement, data description, character length, character type, and 
data positions for each record are outlined in section AP2.8., below. 
  
NOTE:  All data elements have been registered in the DoD Data Element Program (DoD 
5000.12-M, reference (u)).

AP2.5.3.  Time.   Each data element has specified time periods for data input.   
Available time periods are as follows:
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AP2.5.3.1.  Pre-M-Day.

AP2.5.3.2.  M-Day.

AP2.5.3.3.  M+30.

AP2.5.3.4.  M+60.

AP2.5.3.5.  M+90.

AP2.5.3.6.  M+180.

AP2.6.  AUTOMATION INSTRUCTIONS 

AP2.6.1.  The Military Components will submit civilian manpower data on magnetic 
tape.   Other DoD Components may arrange in advance with the DASD(MP&R) to 
determine an acceptable automated data submission format.

AP2.6.2.  Data submitted on magnetic tape must have the following specification:

AP2.6.2.1.  Tapes must be IBM compatible, 9-track, EBCDIC, unlabeled, with a 
preferred tape density of 1600 BP1.   Specify BPI on the outside label.

AP2.6.2.2.  The tape records must be blocked 32 records per block, 171 
characters per data record.

AP2.6.2.3.  Numeric fields must be right justified and need not be zero filled.

AP2.6.2.4.  No header or trailer LABELs are to be written on the reels.

AP2.6.2.5.  An IBM compatible tape mark will be used to signal the end of the 
reel.

AP2.6.3.  Tape reels must be identified by an outside LABEL that lists contents, 
submission date, submitting DoD Component, and the name and telephone number of the 
person to contact to resolve tape format problems.

AP2.6.4.  Test data may be submitted to verify record format and system 
compatibility prior to the submission due date.
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AP2.7.  DATA FIELD DESCRIPTIONS 
Field(s) Data Element Field 

Length
Character 
Type

Positions

1 Employment Category 1 A 1

2 Major Claimant Code 2 A/N 2 through 3

3 POI 4 N 4 through 7

4 Work Place Location 9 A/N 8 through 16

5 UIC 6 A/N 17 through 22

6 Civilian Occupation 4 N 23 through 26

Civilian Pay Plan 2 A 27 through 28

Civilian Grade 2 N 29 through 30

Peacetime Positions (Pre-M-Day only) 3 N 31 through 33

10 through 
14

Position Created> (5 time periods, beginning 
M-Day)

3 N 34 through 48

15 through 
19

Position Terminated (5 time periods, beginning 
M-Day)

3 N 49 through 63

20 Key Position (Pre-M-Day only) 3 N 64 through 66

21 E-E Position (M-Day only) 3 N 67 through 69

22 Onhand Strength (Pre-M-Day only) 3 N 70 through 72

23 Recalled Reservists (M-Day-only) 3 N 73 through 75

24 Recalled Retirees (M-Day only) 3 N 76 through 78

25 through 
29

Transfer Losses (5 time periods, beginning 
M-Day)

3 N 79 through 93

30 through 
34

Transfer Gains (5 time periods, beginning 
M-Day)

3 N 94 through 
108

35 through 
39

Manpower for Reassignment 5 time periods, 
beginning M-Day)

3 N 109 through 
123

40 through 
45

Manpower For Utilization 6 time periods, 
beginning Pre-M-Day)

3 N 124 through 
141

46 through 
50

Probable Gains (5 time periods, beginning 
M-Day)

3 N 142 through 
156

51 through 
55

Manpower for Conversion (5 time periods, 
beginning M-Day)

3 N 157 through 
171
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AP2.8.  VACANCY COMPUTATIONS 
DEMAND CALCULATIONS FIELD(S)

Peacetime positions 9

+ Positions created 10 through 14

- Positions terminated 15 through 19

=Total demand (M-Day to M+180)

SUPPLY CALCULATIONS FIELD(S)

Onhand 22

- Recalled Reservists 23

- Recalled Retirees 24

- Transfer losses or + transfer gains 25 through 29 or 30 through 34

+ Probable Gains 46 through 50

=Total supply (M-Day to M+180)

MANPOWER OVER AND/OR SHORT (-) 

Supply - Demand = Surplus and/or Shortage (-) 

NOTE:  For computational purposes, transfer losses, transfer gains and probable gains 
represent the sum of that field up to and including the time period being examined.   
Initially, probable gains do not enter into the supply calculation.   Once an initial 
probable gain is taken to fill a vacancy, probable gains are entered into the supply 
calculation.   The number of probable gains is limited to the number of calculated 
vacancies.
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AP3.  APPENDIX 3

SAMPLE SUMMARY OUTPUT TABLES 

AP3.1.  MILITARY MANPOWER DEMAND:  SUMMARY TABLE AP3.T1. 

  
Summary Table AP3.T1. incorporates data from the demand and supply tables to display 
the cumulative demand for military manpower from pre-S-Day and beyond.   An example 
of the Table AP3.T1. format follows the conceptual layout.

Conceptual Layout From Table

Force structure allowance

      Theater AP1.T1.

      Non-theater AP1.T1.

+   Replacement Demand

      Theater AP1.T2.

      Non-theater AP1.T2.

=   Force structure demand

+   Trained (non-unit) individuals                                          AP1.T3.

=   Trained manpower demand

+   Trainees AP1.T4.

=   Total manpower demand
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Table AP3.T1.   Military Manpower Demand

AP3.2.  MILITARY MANPOWER SUPPLY:  SUMMARY TABLE AP3.T2 

Summary Table AP3.T2. incorporates data from the demand, supply, and summary tables 
to display the cumulative supply of military manpower from pre-S-Day and beyond.   An 
example of the Table AP3.T2. format follows the conceptual layout.
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Conceptual Layout From Table

Force structure demand AP3.T1.

Force structure yield AP3.T2.

       Training output AP1.T4.

       Pre-trained individuals AP1.T5.

       THS Returns AP1.T3.

-   Force structure supply AP3.T2.

=   Force structure over and/or short

Trained manpower demand AP3.T1.

       Force structure supply AP3.T2.

       Trained (non-unit) individuals                                        AP3.T1.

-   Trained manpower supply AP3.T2.

=   Trained manpower over and/or short

Total manpower demand AP3.T1.

       Trained manpower supply AP3.T2.

       Trainees AP3.T1.

-   Total manpower supply AP3.T2.

=   Total manpower over and/or short
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TABLE AP3.T2.   Military Manpower Supply

AP3.3.  CIVILIAN MANPOWER DEMAND AND SUPPLY:  SUMMARY TABLE 
AP3.T3. 

Summary Table AP3.T3. displays civilian manpower demand and supply for pre-M-Day 
and beyond.   An example of the Table AP3.T3. format follows the conceptual layout.

AP3.3.1.  Conceptual Layout 

AP3.3.1.1.  Civilian Manpower Demand 
   
Peacetime positions authorized 
  
+   Positions created 
  
-   Positions terminated or lapsed 
  
=   Civilian manpower demand

AP3.3.1.2.  Civilian Manpower Supply 
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Onhand strength 
  
-   Recalled Reservists 
  
-   Recalled retirees 
  
+   Transfer gains 
  
-   Transfer losses 
  
=   Civilian manpower supply

AP3.3.1.3.  Civilian Manpower Over and/or Short (-) 
  
Civilian manpower supply 
  
  
-   Civilian manpower demand 
   
=   Civilian manpower over and/or short (-)

AP3.3.1.4.  Other Supplies of Manpower 
  
+   Probable gains 
  
=   Other supply of manpower

AP3.3.1.5.  Projected Civilian Manpower Wartime New Hire Requirements or 
Overage 
  
Civilian manpower over and/or short (-) 
  
  
+   Probable gains 
  
=   Projected wartime new hires required (-) or surplus
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Table AP3.T3.   Wartime Civilian Manpower Demand and Supply

AP3.4.  CIVILIAN MANPOWER DEMAND AND SUPPLY (BY SKILL):  SUMMARY 
TABLE AP3.T4.. 

Table AP3.T4. displays computed civilian manpower demand and supply at M+180 days 
by skill categories.

AP3.4.1.  Skill Category Options.   Demand and supply reports may be compiled by:

AP3.4.1.1.  DoD occupational area, group, and subgroup.

AP3.4.1.2.  OPM GS and FWS occupation series.

AP3.4.1.3.  OPM occupation series, pay plan, and grade.

AP3.4.1.4.  OPM occupation series, pay plan, and grade with related 
"Department of Labor Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DoT)," reference (v), position 
codes.

AP3.4.2.  Conceptual Layout.   Civilian Manpower Demand and Supply (by Skill).
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Skill Category Demand Supply Over and/or Short (-)

     Skill 1

+   Skill 2

+   Skill 3

+   Skill N

=   Total

(-) Demand + Supply = Over and/or Short (-)

Table AP3.T.4.   Wartime Civilian Manpower Demand And Supply (By OPM Occupation Codes)
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Table AP3.T.4.   Wartime Civilian Manpower Demand And Supply (By OPM Occupation Codes) 
(Continued)

AP3.5.  CIVILIAN MANPOWER DEMAND AND SUPPLY (BY LOCATION):  
SUMMARY TABLE AP3.T5. 

Table AP3.T5. displays computed civilian manpower demand and supply at M+180 days 
by location.

AP3.5.1.  Location Options.   Demand and supply reports may be compiled by:

AP3.5.1.1.  GSA location code.

AP3.5.1.2.  GSA location code and UIC.

AP3.5.2.  Conceptual Layout.   Civilian manpower demand and supply (by location).
Skill Category Demand Supply Over and/or Short (-)

    Location 1

+   Location 2

+   Location N

=   Total

(-) Demand + Supply = Over and/or Short (-)
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Table AP3.T5.   Wartime Civilian Manpower Demand and Supply (by State and Country)
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Table AP3.T5.   Wartime Civilian Manpower Demand and Supply (by State and Country) 
(Continued)
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